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Stress is a part of life. Dealing with it 
in your fixed-income portfolio is 
crucial, not only for your peace of 
mind, but to ensure that your earnings 
continue to meet your financial goals 
and lifestyle needs. 

A stress test is an evaluation by 
your portfolio manager of how your 
holdings would perform in various 
scenarios. Stress-testing is vital for 
volatile asset classes such as equities, 
but is equally important for a fixed-
income portfolio. While bonds are 
usually viewed as a portfolio stabi-
lizer, we must remember that signifi-
cant fluctuations in price and yield 
can and do occur. 

With fixed income, your money 
manager must consider how sudden 
or dramatic shifts or twists in the 
yield curve, changes in credit quality 
or currency instability may affect 
your portfolio. A careful and compre-
hensive analysis includes a variety of 
assumptions about issuer strength, 
interest rates, the yield curve, GDP, 
inflation, exchange rates and other 
economic factors. 

There are three key risks to evalu-
ate in a fixed-income portfolio:

Interest rate changes pose the 
most familiar threat. When rates rise, 
investors often flock to new issues 
with higher yields and sell lower-cou-
pon offerings. This causes the price of 
these bonds to decline. 

Yield curve twists or nonparallel 
shifts—in which the curve’s slope 

flattens, steepens or changes in 
terms of the shape of the curva-
ture—make up the most likely sce-
nario. To mitigate this threat to 
fixed-income holdings, particularly 
when interest rates are expected to 
rise, a short-term duration is recom-
mended. A portfolio also can be 
immunized against shifts by match-
ing the duration of any needed 
future cash flow with the duration of 
the bonds. 

Credit risk is the second area of 
concern for fixed-income portfolios. 
Most investors are familiar with ana-
lyzing the credit risk of corporate 
debt, but neglect to consider the 
credit risk of foreign sovereign bonds. 
Global market volatility must be taken 
into account, even when dealing with 
instruments from the most stable for-
eign governments. To assess potential 
credit risk, portfolio managers can 
model a recession or depression in a 
country or region and evaluate its 
expected stress on the issuing coun-
try’s financial systems. 

To mitigate sovereign credit risk, 
investors should avoid countries with 
weak economies, excessive govern-
ment debt and deficits and unstable 
leadership. Exposure in risky areas 
should be limited and diversified. 

Currency fluctuation goes hand-
in-glove with foreign credit consider-
ations as the third risk. When 
stress-testing portfolios for currency 
risk, managers must evaluate the rel-

ative strengths of currencies, the cor-
relations among currencies, the 
economic climate of the currency 
zone, the size of the central bank’s 
balance sheet and differences in 
inflation. 

Many foreign bonds are denomi-
nated in dollars, allowing investors to 
avoid currency risk while gaining for-
eign exposure. Where bonds are 
issued in the home country’s currency, 
investors can mitigate risk by pur-
chasing instruments from countries 
with stable economies and sound fis-
cal and monetary policies.

Conscientious consideration: To 
mitigate the three types of risk, your 
fixed-income portfolio must have the 
appropriate duration, be invested in 
strong and stable companies and gov-
ernments and have limited exposure 
to unstable currencies. A derivatives 
strategy using futures contracts and 
swaps can also be used to hedge expo-
sures, although it does introduce 
counter-party risk.

Remember, however, that statisti-
cal models are only as good as the 
assumptions used to build them and 
may give false confidence to inves-
tors. So-called “black swan” events 
can occur, and this unexpected risk 
might not be adequately captured in a 
standard financial model. 

An exacting portfolio manager will 
work to provide a realistic outlook by 
conducting a meticulous review of 
your portfolio and its risks. 

 How should I assess and mitigate 
risks in my fixed-income portfolio? 
By Darby Armont
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What makes a good 
Wealth advisoR.. .

The ability to communicate 
a complex financial plan in a 
meaningful and actionable way

“Stress-testing is vital 
for volatile asset classes 
such as equities, but is 
equally important for a 
fixed-income portfolio.”
—Darby Armont

my favoRite authoRs…

I’m an avid mystery reader and 
my favorite authors are Lee Child, 
Michael Connelly and Laura Lippman.

if i  WeRen’t a Wealth 
advisoR, i ’d be…

The owner of a nursery 
specializing in native  

plants and trees
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Assets under Management 
$260 million

largest Client net Worth 
$20 million

Minimum Fee for initial Meeting  
None required

Minimum Asset requirement   
$500,000 (investment services)

Website  www.slaughterinvest.com

Compensation Method  Asset-based and hourly fees

professional services provided 
Planning, investment advisory and money management services

primary Custodians for investor Assets 
Charles Schwab & Co., Pershing and TD Ameritrade

Association Memberships 
Financial Planning Association, The National Association of Personal                  
Financial Advisors 

email  darby@slaughterinvest.com

About Richard P. Slaughter Associates
Richard P. Slaughter Associates is a leading wealth management and financial planning firm, which specializes in 
working with high net worth individuals, families and businesses. Slaughter Associates cultivates a comprehensive 
financial relationship with its clients by delivering expertise in financial planning and asset management and by 
coordinating with tax, insurance and estate professionals. The result is a holistic approach, unique in a financial 
industry that is often segmented and outsourced. By committing to each of these important components, 
Slaughter Associates charts a path to reach the individual financial goals of its clients. Founded in 1991 in Austin, 
TX, by Richard P. Slaughter, Slaughter Associates is one of the original fee-based firms in the nation. With offices 
in both Austin and the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, Slaughter Associates has been recognized by the National 
Association of Board Certified Advisory Practices as a Premier Advisor and has been given Exemplary status for 
expertise in personal risk management.

Richard P. Slaughter Associates Inc.      13809 Research Blvd., Suite 905, Austin, TX 78750      512.918.0000 

How to reach Richard P. Slaughter Associates 

You can reach any member of our team at 512.918.0000.  
We look forward to speaking with you.
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Richard P. Slaughter Associates is featured in Worth® 2012 Leading Wealth Advisors™, a special section in every edition of Worth® magazine. All persons and firms appearing in this section have 
completed questionnaires, have been vetted by an advisory group following submission by Worth®, and thereafter paid the standard fees to Worth® to be featured in this section. The information 
contained herein is for informational purposes, and although the list of advisors presented in this section is drawn from sources believed to be reliable and independently reviewed, the accuracy 
or completeness of this information is not guaranteed. No person or firm listed in this section should be construed as an endorsement by Worth®, and Worth® will not be responsible for the 
performance, acts or omissions of any such advisor. It should not be assumed that the past performance of any advisors featured in this special section will equal or be an indicator of future 
performance. Worth®, a Sandow Media publication, is a financial publisher and does not recommend or endorse investment, legal or tax advisors, investment strategies or particular  
investments. Those seeking specific investment advice should consider a qualified and licensed investment professional. Worth® is a registered trademark of Sandow Media LLC.   
See “About Us” for additional program details at http://www.worth.com/index.php/about-worth.
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